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Trillions
Hvordan indeksfond tok over 

finansverdenen



“The whole thing is a chance-
driven process. It’s not 
systematic and there is lots we 
still don’t know about it and 
that need study.”

McQuown to Wells Fargo’s Ransom Cook



The Manhattan Project of investing

Wells Fargo’s Management Sciences unit hired an 
all-star cast of financial economists to consult for 
it, which included Fischer Black, Bill Sharpe, 
Merton Miller, Harry Markowitz, Gene Fama and 
Myron Scholes.



The creation of the S&P 
500 on a Datatron
computer was “a symbol 
of the beginning of the 
electronic era in finance” 
– Robert Shiller



Jim Lorie on active funds

• “The managers of the funds …are 
competent, responsible 
professionals whose careers 
depend in large part on success in 
selecting securities and in timing 
their purchase and sale. Yet 
throwing darts at lists of stocks 
and dates is on the average as 
satisfactory a method of making 
investments as is reliance on 
competent professional judgment.”

•



The
Quantifiers

”Not all revolutions are bloody takeovers on a day in May.
Some creep up slowly. At first the guerillas roam 

ineffectually on the hills. Then there are a few leaders 
disturbingly different from those of the past. At the end 
their friends begin to appear everywhere in 
government, and you know you have to change 
your tune to stay alive. Investment departments are
in the midst of such a silent struggle, and it is clear 
that the revolutionaries are going to win. Their 
names: the Quantifiers. Their weapon: the computer.” 

Institutional Investor, April 1968







The average expense ratio of 
US mutual funds have nearly 
halved over the past decade, 
saving investors hundreds of
billions of dollars a year.
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Paul Singer – Elliott Management

“What may have been a 
clever idea in its infancy 
has grown into a blob 
which is destructive to 
the growth-creating and 
consensus-building 
prospects of free-market 
capitalism.”





Jack Bogle

“Public policy cannot 
ignore this growing 
dominance, and 
consider its impact on 
the financial markets, 
corporate governance, 
and regulation. These 
will be major issues in 
the coming era.” 


